For the precise control of tension and thickness in a tandem cold mill during acceleration and deceleration, we have developed a nonlinear model including the rolling speed as a time-varying parameter. It is demonstrated from simulation results that nonlinear receding horizon control by real-time optimization results in a satisfactory performance for the nonlinear model.
Introduction
In recent years, quality improvement through the production of high-tension steel sheets and further improvement of the yield have been required for the cold-rolling process. Therefore, in a tandem cold mill, highly precise control of the thickness at the exit of each stand and the tension between the stands is necessary including precise control during acceleration and deceleration.
Conventionally, in steady-state high-speed rolling, the tandem cold mill is controlled using an approximate linear model of rolling. 1, 2) However, when the rolling speed changes rapidly, such as during periods of acceleration and deceleration, the effect of nonlinear dynamics, which has an undesirable influence on thickness and tension control, is not negligible, and the linearized model is often inaccurate, resulting in variations in quality. Although a method of determining gains based on a transfer function model depending on the rolling speed has been proposed, 3) the transfer function used was essentially a linear model under the assumption of a constant rolling speed, and a rapid change in the rolling speed inevitably deteriorated the control performance. Hence, in this paper, a rolling model is developed to express the dependence of the nonlinear dynamics on the rolling speed. Moreover, a control method is proposed for precise control of the thickness and tension even during acceleration and deceleration.
Although it is generally difficult to analytically design a control system for a nonlinear system, receding horizon control (RHC) 4) has drawn considerable attention as a control method that is applicable to a wide variety of problems. RHC is also known as model predictive control (MPC). In RHC, the control response is optimized over a finite future at each sampling time, which results in state feedback and a high computational load for nonlinear systems. A real-time algorithm, C/GMRES, 5, 6) has been developed as a fast computation method of nonlinear RHC (NRHC) for mechanical systems with a sampling period of millisecond order and has been successfully implemented in some applications. [7] [8] [9] In this paper, NRHC is applied to control the thickness and tension in a tandem cold mill with the rolling subjected to acceleration and deceleration. The control performance and computational time of NRHC are evaluated in numerical simulations.
C/GMRES Algorithm for NRHC

RHC Problem
Every function is assumed to be differentiable as many times as necessary hereafter. Let be the state vector, let be the input vector of a general nonlinear system, and let be the vector of time-varying parameters given as functions of time. where denotes an -dimensional vector-valued function. An inequality constraint can be converted into an equality constraint by introducing a dummy variable. 7) In RHC, an optimal control problem is solved at each time to minimize the following performance index: 
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Necessary Conditions for Optimality
Let τ = t′ − t be a fictitious time on the horizon. The problem to be solved at each time t in RHC is an optimal control problem over the fictitious time τ with the initial state at τ = 0 given by x(t). The necessary conditions for optimality in this problem are obtained by the calculus of variations. 10) Then, the necessary conditions for optimality are discretized for numerical solution by dividing the horizon [t, t + T ] into N steps. The discretization step of the horizon is denoted by Δτ := T/N, and the state vector, the costate vector (adjoint variables), the time-varying parameter, the control input, and the Lagrange multiplier at the ith step on the discretized horizon are denoted by , ,
, and (i = 0, . . . , N − 1), respectively. The costate corresponds to the Lagrange multiplier for the state equation regarded as a constraint. Then, the discretized necessary conditions for optimality are given by the following equations: (10) where H denotes the Hamiltonian defined as ........ (11) and suffixes x and u represent partial derivatives.
Equations (5)-(10) define a two-point boundary-value problem (TPBVP) for unknowns , , , and . At each time t, the TPBVP is solved for the measured state = x(t). Note that the TPBVP depends on time t and is not discretized with respect to t at this stage of problem formulation.
C/GMRES Algorithm
A vector consisting of the control input and the Lagrange multiplier is defined as ....... (12) where m := mu + mc. Note that and are determined as functions of U(t) and x(t) by Eqs. (5), (6) , (9) , and (10). That is, for a given U(t) and x(t), is determined by Eqs. (6) and (5), and is determined by Eqs. (10) and (9) . Therefore, U(t) is the unknown quantity to be determined by solving the following mN-dimensional equation, which consists of Eqs. (7) and (8) and integrating in real time, U(t) can be updated without using an iterative method. In particular, the linear equation for can be solved efficiently by one of the Krylov subspace methods such as GMRES (Generalized Minimum RESidual method).
11) The overall algorithm is called C/GMRES 6) because it combines the continuation method and GMRES.
Nonlinear Model of a Tandem Cold Mill
In a tandem cold mill, nonlinearities in the dynamics of the thickness and tension are not negligible in the case of large variations of the rolling speed because the rolling load and forward slip are complicated nonlinear functions of the rolling speed, as shown later. In this case, the achievable control accuracy is limited if an approximate linear model is used for control design. Therefore, the rolling model of a tandem cold mill should take those nonlinearities into account.
A tandem cold mill consists of several stands as shown in Fig. 1 . At stand i, the strip enters and exits the stand with thicknesses hi−1 and hi, respectively. The roll gap is denoted by Si and the rolling load is denoted by Pi . While the strip passes through stand i, the thickness hi and tension are controlled by adjusting the roll gap Si and rolling speed .
( , , ),
Governing Equations
The physical parameters 1) in the model are summarized in Table 1 . The rolling model at each stand consists of the dynamics of the roll gap and rolling direction, which are described below.
First, the roll gap S i is assumed to be controlled by a local feedback loop of a hydraulic servo and is governed by the following equation: 
Nonlinear Models of Rolling Load and Forward
Slip The rolling load Pi and forward slip fi are nonlinear functions of their arguments in Eqs. (26) and (27) . In this paper, we employ the functions obtained in the literature, 12, 13) which explain the experimental data precisely. These functions are given as 
Expression of Thickness
The thickness hi is a function of the state as shown in Eq. (20). However, it is difficult to express the thickness explicitly from Eq. (20) because the rolling load Pi is also a function of the thickness hi as in Eq. (26). In this study, we propose an approximate expression for hi. Assuming that hi is always controlled within the neighborhood of its desired value , Eq. (20) can be approximated by .... (43) where and denotes a small deviation of the thickness from its desired value. This approximation gives an explicit expression for hi that depends on x and .
Application of RHC to a Tandem Cold Mill
RHC for Nonlinear Model
We design RHC for the nonlinear model developed in the previous section. A single stand (i = 1) is considered, and the control objective is to keep the thickness and tension constant during changes in the rolling speed. Deviations of the thickness and tension from their reference values are penalized in the performance index for RHC.
In the case of a single stand, the state vector is fourdimensional, , and the input vector is two-dimensional, . The entry thickness and entry tension are denoted by h0 and , respectively, and are assumed to be constant. The strip is accelerated or decelerated in accordance with a given profile for the rolling speed .
4.1.1. Performance Index First, the thickness h1 is obtained explicitly from the approximation given by Eq. (43) as a function of the state, i.e., h1 = h1(x). Moreover, the desired state and corresponding desired input are assumed to be obtained appropriately. Then, the performance index is defined to penalize deviations of the state and input from their desired values as where and denote the deviation of the state from the desired state and the deviation of the input from the desired input, respectively, and , , and are positive-definite weighting matrices. In this paper, the thickness h1 itself is not included in the performance index to avoid a complicated performance index. Instead, the desired state is defined so as to achieve the desired thickness and desired tension, and the performance index is defined for the actual state to track the desired state. As a result, the tracking of the desired values of the thickness and tension is achieved indirectly by minimizing the performance index given by Eq. (44).
Desired State
The desired state and corresponding desired input are required in order to obtain the performance index given by Eq. (44). Finally, the desired input to achieve the desired state is determined from the second and fourth elements of Eq. (45) As shown by Eqs. (52) and (53), it is necessary to specify the values of and its derivatives and to determine the desired values of the state and input.
Rolling Speed
In the simulations in this paper, the rolling speed is first decreased from its maximal value to its minimal value and then is increased to its maximal value again. The deceleration and acceleration are performed at constant rates over time intervals [t1, t2] and [t3, t4], respectively. The basic pattern of the rolling speed is given by the profile in Fig. 2 , in which the rolling speed is given simply as ramp functions connecting the maximal value and minimal value. However, the time derivative is discontinuous at t1, t2, t3, and t4, which causes discontinuities in the desired state. Therefore, these corners are replaced with smooth functions to remove the discontinuities.
The profile of the rolling speed interpolated with cubic curves is shown in Fig. 3 . The corners in the previous profile are replaced with cubic curves within intervals (i = 1, . . . , 4), where and are set to be less than and greater than ti, respectively. Two different cubic curves are used in and , and are defined so that is continuous at end points , ti, and . By using the cubic curves, both the desired state and desired input are continuous, and each [ , ] is chosen so that it is bisected by ti. 
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Horizon
RHC involves optimization over a finite future, and the longer the horizon length T, the further in the future the dynamics is optimized. Hence we consider improving the control accuracy by using a horizon with a fixed length, whereas an increasing horizon length is used for initialization in conventional C/GMRES.
If the initial state is identical to the desired state and the exit rolling speed is constant for an interval after t = 0, i.e., Tf < t1 in Figs. 2 and 3 , then the state is kept constant at the desired state, and the desired input is also constant. That is, u(t) = u(0) holds in the neighborhood of t = 0. Similarly, holds over the horizon . Therefore, (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) is assumed to be optimal, with u(0) obtained by solving , , u(0)) =0 at t = 0. Then, a constant horizon length of T = Tf can be used for optimization over [t, t + Tf ] to determine the control input for t > 0. It should be noted that the constraint as in Eq. (2) is not imposed and, therefore, the Lagrange multiplier μ is not introduced in the present problem.
RHC for Linear Model
RHC for our nonlinear model has been formulated in the previous subsection. If the nonlinear model without approximation is used in RHC, RHC will require a significant amount of computation, although precise control can be expected. On the other hand, if an approximate linear model is used in RHC, the computation time will be significantly reduced, although the control accuracy may deteriorate, and various types of linear control theory can also be applied.
Therefore, the control performance in the case of an approximate linear model is investigated in this paper to access the necessity of nonlinear control for the nonlinear model. C/GMRES is used for the real-time optimization of the control input for the linear model. The matrix A in Eq. (56) is time-varying depending on the variation in xr if is either increased or decreased. On the other hand, if is constant, the system given by Eq. (56) can be regarded as a linear time-invariant system.
Use of Linear Model in RHC
In RHC using the approximate linear model, the state equation is given by Eq. (56) and the optimal control problem is solved using the performance index given in terms of and as ......... (58) That is, the control input is determined so that the deviations from the desired values are zero at each time in the horizon. The state equation and the partial derivatives of the Hamiltonian H, Hx and Hu, are linear functions of the state and input , which markedly simplifies the computation of optimal control at time t.
Numerical Examples
RHC for Nonlinear Model
The desired values for the thickness and tension of a strip, described in 4.1.2, are given in Table 3 . Simulation results in this setting are presented for the two profiles of exit rolling speed described in 4. Time histories of the variables in the simulations with the above settings are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 . The ramp profile for is used in Fig. 4 and the ramp profile modified with cubic curves is used in Fig. 5 . In these figures, Error shows the norm of the nonlinear function F, which indicates the error in the optimality condition F = 0 at each time in RHC. The smaller the error, the more accurate the computation.
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In the case of the ramp only (Fig. 4) In both cases, deviations in the thickness h1 and tension are large when the rolling speed varies at a low speed. The deviations increase during deceleration, decrease during periods of constant speed, and increase again during acceleration. Symmetry in the time histories of deviations is also observed between deceleration and acceleration.
Most of the computational time is required for iterations in GMRES. The number of iterations is almost zero at a constant rolling speed but increases to about 10 during acceleration and deceleration.
Simulations are performed in C language on a personal computer (CPU: Pentium 4, 3.0 GHz). One iteration in GMRES takes about 1.1 [ms] for N = 50 and, therefore, each update of the control input takes about 11 [ms] . This computation time per input update is larger than the assumed sampling period; thus, the present NRHC cannot be implemented in real time, although the computation time is rather short considering the complexity of the model and algorithm. However, the present simulation results demonstrate the reasonable possibility of real-time implementation of NRHC with the use of a more powerful computer, appropriate simplification of the model, and the development of a numerical technique to deal with a larger sampling period.
Control Based on Approximate Linear Model
Next, simulation results are presented for the control of the tandem cold mill based on the approximate linear model in subsection 4. 10 18 22 30 = . Therefore, the deviation deteriorates significantly for the tension rather than for the thickness. The peaks of the deviations in the thickness and tension are observed before and after the rolling speed attains its minimum, respectively, and the overall patterns of the deviations during acceleration and deceleration are similar to those in control based on the nonlinear model. Nevertheless, we have clearly shown the effectiveness of control based on the nonlinear model in reducing the deviations of the thickness and tension, compared with control based on the approximate linear model.
Conclusion
In this paper, a nonlinear model has been developed for control of the thickness and tension in a tandem cold mill during acceleration and deceleration. NRHC was applied to the nonlinear model, and numerical simulations demonstrated that the accuracy of the thickness and tension is improved by employing NRHC compared with control based on the approximate linear model.
In spite of acceleration and deceleration by more than 5 000 [mm/s] within 10 s, precise control is achieved with the nonlinear model, suppressing the maximal deviation in the thickness to below 1.0 × 10 −4 [mm] . In particular, smoothing of the profile of the rolling speed results in improved accuracy. Moreover, the deviation in the tension is also successfully suppressed to below 0.2 [MPa] . On the other hand, if the approximate linear model is used, the deviations in the thickness and tension are larger than those in control using the nonlinear model, although the computation time is significantly reduced. Therefore, it is concluded that NRHC is valid for improving the accuracy of thickness and tension in a tandem cold mill.
Future work includes the simplification of the model. The present model is complicated owing to it fully taking nonlinearities in the forward slip and rolling load into account, which also makes computation of the control input complicated, consequently, increasing the computation time required to update the input. Therefore, it is important to simplify the model using suitable approximations not only to reduce the computation time but also to preserve nonlinear characteristics while maintaining a reasonable amount of computation.
It is also desirable to guarantee the robustness of RHC. In the present design of RHC, the thickness to be controlled is not directly fed back. Instead, the desired state in the performance index is obtained from the desired thickness via the model. Therefore, an error in the model can cause a steady-state deviation in the thickness. It is desirable to develop a control method that directly penalizes the deviation in the thickness.
Finally, future work also includes the extension of the present control method to achieve the coordinated control of thickness and tension in multiple stands to optimize the operation of an entire tandem cold mill. σ f 0
